
On Born To Win:
It’s quite an achievement, out of 5,000 people around
Britain, and I’m the only boy of my age, 16, here – I’m
the youngest boy here. [Leigh turned 17 after the
event in Austria.] I’ve won three world club
championships with my rugby but I think this comes
out on top as the biggest sporting event I’ve ever
done. Everybody else has got a weakness, but I’m not
not looking forward to any of the events. Being rugby-
based, all the events suit me so it’s not too bad. I want
to go to the final, that’s my target, and anything from
there is a bonus. Being up here in the mountains with
the lack of oxygen is hard, because I’m a bit iron
deficient – every night I’ve had a nose bleed.

It’s great because everybody is getting on with each
other, we’re all having a good laugh but we’re serious
as well about the sport and the competition.

On his sport:
I want opportunities.With my rugby career, I want
to boost it big-time. I’ve already played international
level for the Welsh Under-16s, and I just want to be
noticed by all the big clubs in England, so I can be
made with my rugby.

I want to be a professional rugby player but I also
want to go to university and study physiotherapy in
sport, and psychology.That’s what I’m going to take
at sixth form college. I’ve always been told in all my
teams, don’t always concentrate on sport – I know
it’s the biggest thing in my life – but concentrate on
my education as well. I’ve even put back socialising
with my friends because I’ve been trying to study
hard to get the grades because my mother wants
me to do well. I get the sport thing from her – she
was an international netball player.
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Leigh Bevan (17) – rugby player

Favourite movies/TV
Comedies; Baddiel and Skinner and Ant and Dec on television 
Who do you admire?
My family – who support me in everything I do, no matter what
Music:
Dance/trance. Favourite song is by Bryan Adams 
Favourite food:
Ham and parsley sauce, beef, pasta
What would you change about yourself?
I’d be a bit more confident
What irritates you?
Being blamed for something you have not done
If you had a single wish, what would it be?
To play for Wales rugby at full level, and the British Lions
Least favourite activity:
Waking up in the morning
What are you afraid of?
Underachieving
What are you good at?
Making people laugh and playing rugby 
Three things you’d take to a desert island:
Matches; rugby ball; a blonde 
If you could be anyone for the day it would be:
Sultan of Brunei

Lives in Swansea with his father Tim, mother Julie, brother Kristopher, and sister Leonne.
He has just completed his GCSEs.

In his spare time he likes going out with his friends and listening to music. He would like to become a
professional rugby player or a PE teacher in the future.

He describes himself as outgoing, enthusiastic and a great mate.



On Born To Win:
It’s been the trip of a lifetime so far and hopefully
there’s still a lot left. It’s pretty demanding but my
speed’s improved so I think I’ll be able to handle
most of the events, but it’s got every area of our
ability tested. I’m a bit worried about the sprinting –
I’ve never been a sprinter at all, it’s been endurance
from day one so I’m looking forward to getting that
out of the way. But I’ve got nothing to lose – I can
only gain on the other guys because I’m the bottom
of the table when it comes to events like that so
there’s not as much pressure on me there.

On his sport:
I’ve always been coached by my dad – probably
always will be as well. It’s brilliant – he knows me
better than anyone. He’s quite strict because he
always wants me to achieve my best – he’s like a
dad is, a bit bossy! It’s helped our relationship
because we spend so much time together. He’s out 

here now – he doesn’t miss a race. He’s a senior
sprints coach with UK Athletics, so come track
season it’s quite helpful with his knowledge of
sprinting to help me in 800m and 400m.

I’m the only person in my home club who’s on this
schedule where you do everything, so it’s quite
difficult – I tend to train on my own. But I always
have done so you get used to it – it’s me and the
watch running against each other.

I just want to get onto the big stage, get a GB vest
– I’ve already had an England vest but I wouldn’t
mind getting into the GB squad, whether it’s on the
track or cross country. I do a lot of fell running, I’ve
been away a lot with that so I’ll be targeting the
world trophy when I get back, that’s in September,
but I just want to make a name for myself on the
athletics scene.
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Mark Buckingham (18) – fell runner

Favourite movies/TV:
Action thrillers.Also likes Jackass
Music:
Hip hop and R&B. Favourite song is Survivor’s Eye Of The Tiger
Food:
Pepperoni pizza
How would you describe yourself?
ACE – Athletic, Competitive and Entertaining
Magazines:
Athletics Weekly, FHM
Internet:
BBC Sport, Google, Napster
Favourite celebrity pin-up:
Cameron Diaz
What are you bad at?
Doing coursework
Where was your favourite holiday:
In France, skiing with school
Greatest achievement:
Passing driving test first time with only three minor faults
Greatest disappointment:
Not being selected to run for England in the world mountain
running trophy in Austria 2002 due to illness

Lives with his father John, mother Christine and sister Gemma.
He has ten GCSEs, two AS-Levels and has just completed his A-Levels.

In the future he would like to be a professional athlete or follow a career in sport management.
Mark enjoys socialising with friends in his home town of Huddersfield and also enjoys playing football.



On Born To Win:
My coach put me in for it, he said it would be an
extra fitness thing for me, so when we started
getting letters through saying come to
Loughborough I was like, woah! But it was really
cool.And telling people back at home was surreal –
they don’t know whether to believe me! 

When we went to Loughborough and then here I
could immediately tell that most of the people are
involved in single sports, they’re individuals so they
can get on by themselves. Most of the sports I have
done, recently anyway, have been loads of team
stuff so it’s different for me. I can see in how
people behave and how they prepare for stuff. But
everyone’s really nice – it’s probably just all being
sporty, all of us have got so much in common.We
all train properly and so we’ve all got stories to tell
about sport and everyone’s easy-going.

On his sport:
I did swimming for a really long time and I just got
bored of doing the same thing over and over again,
and then my uncle taught me to play rugby so I
thought I’d do that instead. I was born in Zimbabwe
– we came here just before my 16th birthday.There
was a rugby club about 200m away from where we
live so I just pitched up one night and they were
like, Oh yes come on in.There’s so much more
opportunity here, though it’s all outside school. It’s
very different – we trained every day at school in
Zimbabwe. Sport is more important there. I don’t
think anybody ever does nothing, people are always
involved in some sport or other.

You’ve got to want to win really, at certain levels
everyone’s basically got the skills, the talent, but if
you want it more than the person next to you that
determination will get you through.
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Garth Chamberlain (18) – rugby player

Favourite TV:
Friends
Favourite food:
Steak, egg, chips, fudge
What would you like to change about yourself?
Increase size and weight for rugby
What annoys you?
Smoking and drinking, and spiteful people
How would you describe yourself?
Disciplined, motivated, chilled
If you had a single wish, what would it be?
To represent England at rugby and be successful at whatever I do
Favourite holiday:
Going back to Zimbabwe
Characteristics you look for in a friend:
Honesty and an outgoing personality
Afraid of:
Failure
What are you bad at?
Cleaning my room
Greatest achievement:
GSCEs

Originally from Zimbabwe, he now lives with mother Merrill, father Owen 
and sister Tanya in Exeter.

He has 12 GCSEs, is studying for A-Levels and works for Sainsbury’s, Crealy Adventure Park 
and the South West Rugby Academy.

In the future Garth would like to be a professional rugby player, with an aim to represent England.
He enjoys hanging out with friends and exercising.



On Born To Win:
It’s interesting, it’s unique, it’s new and I like it,
because I always like new challenges. It’s positive
because they’re bringing people together from all
around the country. I’ve been settling in really
easily, just relaxing, chilling with people.

I’d like to win but the only thing I can do is try my
best. I’ve come here off the back of some hard
training – before this I never used to really train, I’d
always go out and play football in the park and stuff
like that, but it’s helped me get fit and hopefully I
can get some exposure from this.You’ve just got to
be dedicated.The more work you put in the more
you get out, you get your rewards. Everyone here is
really focused, they’ve all got the one goal – to win
– so it’s not going to be easy. I’m not going to start
judging people but you’ve got to have a lot of heart
to go into this, it’s not something you can go into
half-heartedly and expect to be able to do well.

On his sport:
My dad used to take me over to the park when I
was really young to get me active because I was
well energetic when I was little. My mum wasn’t too
fond of it because he’d give me these big leather
footballs! But that’s where I picked up the passion.
I’d like to play football at a higher level than I am at
the moment. But I’d have to say that my priority is
education, it’s something concrete, it gives you a
good foundation in life. I’ve got a conditional offer
from UCL for a Geography BSc; geography is really
good because it’s really diverse.You’ve got the
human side, the physical side, the economics of a
country, the politics, there’s so much there that you
can look at. But I always want to stay active, I try to
keep a healthy balance between the two. Sport
helps you take your mind off things. Music helps me
to relax quite a lot too, takes my mind off things
that might be getting on top of me.
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Kye Davies (18) – footballer

Favourite movies/TV:
Thillers and dramas. The Matrix/The Simpsons
Music:
Rap, hip hop, reggae, soul, jazz, classical, Motown, Latin American and R&B.
Favourite song is Maria Maria by Santana
Favourite food:
Chicken and rice
Three words that best describe you?
Confident, spontaneous and competitive
Favourite Author/book:
Roald Dahl/Holler If You Hear Me – Searching For Tupac Shakur by Michael Dyson
What do you look for in a friend?
Someone who is trustworthy, respectful, down to earth and humorous
Sporting hero:
Juan Sebastian Veron because of his professionalism, technical ability and
motivation. He influences my game because of his amazing vision and awareness
Favourite TV presenter:
Gary Lineker – he combines top football punditry with puns and light humour
What are you afraid of?
Failure – being second best is difficult to accept as I have a competitive
nature; however, I always aim to do better
Three things you’d take to a desert island?
A football; a definitive collection of music, my ‘tightest’ set of friends
Greatest achievement:
Being accepted to study Geography at University College London.

Lives with his mum Cynthia in North London. He has nine GCSEs and four AS-Levels 
and has just completed his A Levels.

He worked as an admin assistant in a fashion PR agency but his dream job is to be a professional footballer.
Kye enjoys playing sport, clubbing, going to festivals and carnivals, and listening to live music.



On Born To Win:
I’m loving it so far, it’s brilliant out here.And it’s a
great idea – on TV you don’t really see much
competition with young talent so it’s really good to
see the next generation coming through.

I don’t know how I’ll do – I wouldn’t like to say
because all the lads and the lasses look really close
in everything, there’s not much in it. My upper body
strength and fitness is not too bad.We got a training
programme in Loughborough and I’ve been doing
more weights that I normally would – because that
makes too much muscle which weighs more and I
have to keep my boxing weight really low.

On his sport:
I was 13 and a boxing club opened around the
corner, so me and a few mates went to hit a few
bags and have a laugh.We all started to enjoy it and
we stuck at it. My parents are very encouraging too.

I box at light welterweight at the minute but my
coach wants me to drop down a weight to
lightweight – I tried but I couldn’t make it for this
season but I’m going to try for next season.

You have to be focused with boxing, it helps to give
you a winning mentality. If you can get to the top
and stay there for a while you’ve got a good living.
But money’s not everything – I like the sport, I love
boxing, couldn’t live without it probably. Money is
like a bonus really – it would help!

I won a bronze medal at the Junior Olympic
International Invitation. It was brilliant, I loved it,
being out in America – my first time there – was
the best thing ever.Well, not now because this is! 
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Sheldon Jopling (18) – boxer

Movies:
Comedy
What sort of music do you like?
Rave; favourite song is Bat Out Of Hell by Meat Loaf
Favourite food:
Eggs
What would you change about yourself?
My height as I am smaller than most other people my age
If you had a single wish what would it be?
To have as many wishes as I wanted
Which magazines do you read?
Boxing News
What do you look for in a friend?
People who are a good laugh, fun to be with and who stick by you
What are you good at?
Boxing
What are you bad at?
Spelling, cooking and decorating
Three things you’d take to a desert island:
String; a knife; a sexy woman
If you could be anyone for a day you’d be:
Mike Tyson
Greatest sporting achievement:
Boxing for England in America
Greatest sporting disappointment:
Losing in the junior ABA Finals

Lives at home in Scarborough with his mother Angie, father Peter and sister Michaela.
He works at the Scarborough Evening News.

In his free time likes to go training with the lads in his area.



On Born To Win:
It’s been going really well so far.We’re all athletes in
the sense of the term, we’ve all been away on
internationals, we all train hard, we’ve all got
regimes that we stick to – some more than others
– but we can all relate to each other quite well.
Personally I’m looking forward to the agility and
speed events and the power events, and least
looking forward to the endurance events.

On his sport:
My dad did a bit of fencing when he was in the
Army and he got affiliated with a club in Stratford
and then when I was old enough I joined and I’ve
never looked back since. I really enjoy it, it’s such a
great sport to get involved in. It’s just a shame that
it’s a minority sport still.There is no money in it,
there is no way I can ever make a living from my
fencing. Particularly not living in England. Perhaps if I 
moved to Germany or somewhere on the

continent; their systems are much more established;
bigger, better.Their fencers are like superstars.

Fencing is all explosive, 100 per cent all the way. It’s
such an all-round sport, you need to have a good
level of everything. It teaches you certain
disciplines… It’s described often as chess at the
speed of the martial arts because it’s so tactical,
you have to be able to think really well and quickly
under pressure, and when you learn to do that it
broadens your scope of everything.

I think it’s seen to a lot of people as chivalrous but
when someone whacks you around the back of the
head you don’t consider them particularly
chivalrous – you want to get in and whack him
back! I think all the classic saluting is more tradition
than anything else.At the end of the day you are
fighting against your opponent so being chivalrous
doesn’t help you to win a fight!
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Peter Kirby (18) – fencer

Favourite movies/TV:
Kung fu movies and The Simpsons
Who do you admire?
Bruce Lee – he shows incredible discipline and self-control – and Matt
Groening, creator of The Simpsons
Favourite music:
Drum ‘n’ bass, progressive house, hip hop. Favourite song is Brown Paper
Bag by Roni Size
Favourite food:
Pasta and pizza
What irritates you?
Bad refereeing and people interfering with the mixer and pitch control
when I am on the decks
Favourite reads:
Lord Of The Rings and FHM, Maxim, Loaded
What are you afraid of?
Looking foolish in front of millions of television viewers
Three things you’d take to a desert island:
Turntables, football, PS2
If you could be anyone for a day it would be:
DJ Mampi Swift
Greatest sporting achievement:
Becoming U20 National Champion
Greatest sporting disappointment:
Never making it further than the last 64 in the cadet world championships

Lives in Worcestershire with his father David, mother Mia and sister Phillippa.
He is just completed his A Levels and works part time at Dormy House Hotel as a commis-chef.

In his spare time he enjoys socialising in town with his friends, listening to CDs, turntables & skates.



On Born To Win:
I think it’s a good idea because nothing like this has
been done before so I think it’s original. I like the
fact that we’re staying in one house together, it’s
wicked, it’s a good laugh.

Personally I think there are people who could be
fitter than others, but at the end of the day it’s the
mental attitude that might push someone through
to win; whoever wants to dig in that much deeper
to go through that pain barrier.Who wants to win
the most, really. I think I should do all right – I don’t
want to say that I will go on to win because you
can’t be too confident, you’ve got to keep an eye
out in case something does go wrong, but I’ll stay
confident and see how it goes.As long as I do my
best. If I do my best and I don’t win, then obviously
the better person beat me so it’s fair, but there’s no
point coming out here to be half-hearted so I’ll give
100 per cent.

On his sport:
I was sport mad when I was young. My dad used to
play squash and I just used to pick up a bat and ball
and have a whack against the wall. I was playing all
kinds of sports – not really committed, but just as
you do when you’re a kid.Then my brother wasn’t
really doing anything so my mother decided to take
him down to the rugby club, and I tagged along and
I got into it more than him, and I just took it from
there. I had the backing from my mum and dad and
as the years went on I’ve got more serious and I’ve
had more support from my teachers, who have
pushed me further to get higher honours.

I’m a captain so I’m good at psyching the rest of
the team up so I know what to do for myself. I play
other sports as well, individual sports; I’ve done
athletics and I do a lot of circuit training so I’ve got
to push myself hard through those training sessions
on my own anyway.
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Matthew McLean (17) – rugby player

Personality:
Enthusiastic, confident and determined. I deal with anger by taking no
notice and walking away
Favourite movies/TV:
All movies, particularly comedy eg Monty Python films and comedy
shows on TV eg Friends, Only Fools And Horses and The Simpsons
Favourite music:
Hip hop, pop, rock, R&B. Favourite song is Supreme by Robbie Williams
Favourite food:
Chinese food
What irritates you?
My mother nagging me all the time
Greatest achievement:
Doing well in my GCSEs
What do you look for in a friend?
Humour and an easy-going nature
Sporting hero:
Jonny Wilkinson. He’s is so accurate and good at everything he does 
Favourite celebrity pin-up:
Jennifer Love Hewitt
Three things you’d take to a desert island:
Hair gel, mobile phone, CD player
Greatest sporting achievement:
Being picked to play for both Bath and Cardiff Under 17s

Lives in Cardiff with father Philip, mother Andrea, brother Andrew and sisters Natalie and Kirstie.
He enjoys training, watching TV, going to the cinema and hanging out with his friends.

He most admires his sports teacher because of his experience, influence and encouragement.
In the future he would like to be a professional rugby player.



On Born To Win:
I am extremely determined to do well in this
competition but I can put things into perspective.
To some this would be the be all and end all but I
know better than most that life is full of setbacks
and that you must learn to get over them.

I’m a runner so I’m not looking forward to the
upper body strength tasks because I’m not
brilliantly strong and I’ve not actually competed for
over two years due to illness and stuff. I’m so
surprised I’m here because I was really out of form
and fitness coming into the competition. But even if
I was to get eliminated in the first week – I’m sure
that won’t happen, but even if it did, I’ve found a
new motivation now to take it up seriously and
hopefully in the next couple of years get some
success out of it.

On his sport:
I dropped out when I was 15 and I’m just picking it
up again now. I had glandular fever for a year, that’s
one of the main reasons why I stopped.Then
shortly after I recovered my dad died suddenly so
that sort of threw me off for another year, I lost all
motivation to do anything. My dad was the one
who introduced me to all sports, snooker and
athletics, golf, whatever, so it’s good that I’m able to
do this now – it’s for him, in a way.

I played a lot of snooker and that’s what took more
stage than running but now I’m training a lot more
seriously and I’m hoping by next year to at least get
into the national squad and within a couple of years
the juniors or whatever. It’s really encouraging to
get this far and we’ll see what happens in the future.
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Patrick McVey (18) – middle distance runner

Favourite movie/TV:
Comedies and inspirational films like Rocky/Neighbours
Music:
Queen, Billy Joel, Elton John, Bon Jovi, Steely Dan,The Eagles. Favourite
song is Sailing by Christopher Cross
Favourite food:
Pasta
Three words that describe you best:
Patient, laid-back and friendly
Magazines:
Mens Health and Italian football magazines
Favourite author/book:
Bill Bryson/One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest
What do you look for in a friend?
Sense of humour and dependability
What are you bad at?
Dancing
Three items you’d take to a desert island:
Sunblock, a knife, sleeping bag
Greatest sporting achievement:
Being part of the relay team that won the Scottish 3x800m title in 1999
Who was your favourite teacher?
Mr McVey – my dad! He was a superb teacher who was extremely
enthusiastic and made me enjoy English. He was also incredibly patient.
He died last year so sadly many pupils will miss out on the privilege of
being taught by him

Lives in Glasgow with his mother Margaret and sisters Anna and Frances.
He gained five Scottish Highers at school. In the future he would like to be a professional athlete 

or be involved in the media.
He enjoys listening to music, hanging out with friends and eating and cooking. His idea of a good 

night out would be a meal with friends followed by going to a nightclub.



On Born To Win:
I think it’s a really good project that the BBC is
doing, if they could do it yearly I think it could
benefit British sport.

I tried to enjoy it at Loughborough. I didn’t think I’d
get through because I saw a lot of fit and good
athletes around me but I just took it one step at a
time and did events and then when they called my
name I was just flabbergasted.

Surprisingly we’re all getting on pretty well, we’re all
friendly, cracking jokes and everything like that, we
spend most of the time in the lounge chatting and
relaxing. I’m not sure how it will go when we start
competing but at the moment everyone’s relaxed
and it’s a nice atmosphere to be around.

I think we’ll stay in touch. I’ve kept in touch with a
few people from Loughborough that didn’t make it
here. Even though it’s about competing and winning,
it’s great if you can collect new friends on the way.

On his sport:
At the moment my speciality is football but it tends
to change; I also do basketball and athletics.After
about six months of hurdles training I decided to go
into the English Schools and AAAs and came second
in the 80m hurdles. But I prefer football – it’s really
my passion. I play either left wing or up front.That’s
my ultimate ambition, to be a professional footballer.
For Arsenal, without a doubt! I’ve been supporting
them since I was about eight – that’s when I really
got into football. I thought I’d like to play so my dad
got me involved and it started from there. For me
to be a footballer will take a lot of work and it’s
also a matter of luck to get spotted by a scout
because you never know when they’re going to
come.There’s loads of players out there that I’ve
seen who are better than me but they’ve just never
been seen and never played for a pro club, but I’ve
had the privilege of being seen and having played for
a couple of pro clubs.
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Fola Orilonishe (17) – footballer

Movies/Television:
Comedy and action films. Likes Third Watch on TV because it is realistic
Music:
Hip hop and R&B. Favourite song is The Good Die Young by Tupac
Favourite food:
Rice and chicken
What irritates you?
When people feel sorry for themselves
Three words that best describe you:
Enthusiastic, hazardous and easy-going
What do you look for in a friend?
Easy-going nature
What are you afraid of?
Being physically disabled and not being able to do anything
Three things you’d take to a desert island:
Football, phone, lady friend
If you could be anyone for a day it would be:
Thierry Henry
Greatest sporting achievement:
Coming second in the English Schools and AAA
Greatest sporting disappointment:
Not getting into a professional youth football academy
What makes you stand out from the crowd?
I can be loud and tend to say what’s on my mind if needed

Lives in London, where he grew up, with his father Kayode and his brother Tola.
Gained six GCSEs at Blessed John Roche Roman Catholic school and would like to be 

a professional footballer in the future.
He enjoys listening to music and going to the cinema. For a good night out he would go to a dance with friends.



On Born To Win:
I really feel like I’ve gained so much experience really,
it just seems to work on every aspect, even since
Loughborough I’ve felt my performance in athletics
has got a lot better. I’m adapted to everything really
except endurance which I’m not the best at, I’m
more of a power athlete. But I feel I can adapt well to
all the events. Being a decathlete could give me an
advantage but sometimes when people do new
things, they go out and do amazingly so it just
depends, but I think I’ve got a good chance.

We’re competing every day for two and a half weeks
and that’s really tough. It’s a combination of mental
strength and physical ability; but a lot of it is how you
prepare before the event, during the event, how you
warm down. I think we’re going to get pretty well
taken care of by all the guys so it should be okay.

On his sport:
I wouldn’t really fancy training for one specific
event, I really enjoy the variety, I never get bored.
The decathlon has a specific kind of mentality to it
You do your event and whatever happens, you use
your good vibes to bring you on to the next event
or you completely forget about it and wipe it clean.
I feel I’ve got a lot of practice at that, I’m quite laid
back, so I know when to chill, but when the time
comes I can switch on when I want to.

I was involved in sport all my life, my dad used to
be an international hurdler and rugby player – not
at senior levels, he was far too lazy to train, but my
granddad was a boxing coach at the 1992 Olympics
so I’ve grown up in sport. I joined my first club at
12; I’d been doing it before that but that was when
I started getting into the multi-events.
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Tom Reynolds (18) – decathlete

Favourite movies:
Action
Music:
Rock, punk, garage, commercial dance. Favourite song is Living On A
Prayer by Bon Jovi
Favourite food:
Spaghetti bolognese
What irritates you?
Almost nothing except maybe an incredibly poor sporting performance
although that can work in my favour. I release any anger through sport
If you had a single wish what would it be?
To have super powers like Superman or Dragonball Z’s Goku.Then I
would be able to do what I liked
What do you look for in a friend:
Honesty and a sense of humour
Least favourite sporting activity:
Table tennis
What are you afraid of?
Injury as I have never truly experienced it
Three things you’d take to a desert island?
Pool table,TV/video player (solar powered), Simpsons box set
Greatest sporting achievement:
Breaking the Northern Ireland junior decathlon record by 200
points and getting seven personal bests in the process.This led to
my first Great Britain call up

Lives at home in County Down, Northern Ireland with his parents Robert and Teresa,
brothers Luke and Ben and sisters Sophie and Jessica.

He gained 11 GCSEs, 4 AS Levels and 3 A Levels and would like to go on to university. In the future would like
to join the Fire Service as the shift patterns allow plenty of time for training.

Enjoys playing pool/snooker, computer games, watching The Simpsons and socialising with his friends.
Doesn’t like his hair as it has limited styling potential!


